0.4.1 Graph Representation 
It is possible to represent graphs in computer memory with a variety of different data structures. One strategy is to use an adjacency matrix. An adjacency matrix is a two dimensional array in which the row and column headers represent different vertexes in the graph. A one-way edge between, for example, vertex one and three, is denoted by a positive value in array position (1, 3). In a weighted graph the value stored in each array location corresponds to the weight or cost of each particular edge. If an edge is bi-directional it has two entries in the matrix. One entry represents the (source, destination) route while the other handles the (destination, source) return route. 
Another method for representing graphs is as a more complicated linked list structure. Each vertex in the graph is a node in a master linked list. Another linked list emanates from each vertex node and denotes the vertexes directly adjacent to a given source vertex. This method, often called an adjacency list, is more space efficient than the adjacency matrix for graphs which do not have very many edges (so-called sparce graphs). 


Given a starting point it is possible to systematically traverse an entire graph (directed or not) visiting every node reachable from the starting point. This can be accomplished in many ways but by far the most common two are breadth-first traversal and depth-first traversal. Because trees are really just restricted graphs, these two traversals can and are used on trees (binary or otherwise) as well. 

Given a starting point it is possible to systematically traverse an entire graph (directed or not) visiting every node reachable from the starting point. This can be accomplished in many ways but by far the most common two are breadth-first traversal and depth-first traversal. Because trees are really just restricted graphs, these two traversals can and are used on trees (binary or otherwise) as well. 

0.4.2.2 Breadth-first traversal 
Like a depth-first traversal, breadth-first traversal algorithms visit each node in a connected graph. However, when a breadth-first traversal arrives at a certain node, v, it visits all neighbors of node v before continuing to process other, more distant, parts of the graph. Whereas a depth first traversal can be implemented recursively, a breadth-first search is not naturally recursive. Instead of using a stack data structure, breadth-first traversal usually makes use of a queue. A queue is much like a line of people; it operates on a FIFO (first in first out) or ``first come, first served'' principle. 
The actual traversal procedure begins by enqueueing the starting node. Then the following process repeats: 
·	Dequeue a current node 
·	Enqueue all non-visited nodes adjacent to the current node 
·	Mark non-visited nodes adjacent to the current node visited 
The above cycle repeats until the queue becomes empty. 

void bf_traverse (int vertex) {
  link t;







0.4.2.3 Euler Cycles 
A cycle in a graph is a traversal which visits no node more than once. An Euler cycle is a special cycle that traverses all the edges in a graph and visits every node at least once. It can be proven that an Euler cycle can exist in a graph if and only if all vertices are of even degree. That is to say, the must be an even number of edges emanating from every vertex in the graph. 




0.4.3 Floyd's Algorithm - Shortest Paths 
This algorithm is designed to find the least-expensive paths between all the vertices in a graph. It does this by operating on a matrix representing the costs of edges between vertices. 
Before we invoke Floyd's algorithm we must build a matrix, usually in a two-dimensional array. If there are n vertices in our graph, our matrix will be nxn. Each row in the matrix represents a "starting" vertex in the graph while each column in the matrix represents an "ending" point in the graph. If there is an edge between a starting point i and ending point j in the graph, the cost of this edge is placed in position (i,j) of the matrix. If we are dealing with an undirected graph in which all edges are bi-directional, an entry is also made in position (j,i) of the matrix. If there is no edge directly linking two vertices, an infinite (or, in practice, very large) value is placed in the (i,j) position of the matrix to specify that it is impossible to directly move from i to j. 
For example, if we have a graph in which points 1 and 5 are connected by a bi-directional edge with a cost of 22 units, we would place the number 22 into positions (1,5) and (5,1) of our matrix. 
Once we have set this matrix up, we use Floyd's algorithm to compute the shortest distance between all points in the graph. Floyd's algorithm is given below in C: 

int floyds(int *matrix) {
  int k, i, j;

  for (k = 1; k <= n; k++)
    for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
      for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
        if (matrix[i][j] < (matrix[i][k] + matrix[k][j]))
          matrix[i,j] = matrix[i][k] + matrix[k][j];
}

When this routine finishes the entries in all positions of the matrix represent the lowest-cost traversal between the row-vertex and column-vertex. 
Floyd's algorithm works by looking for all non-direct paths between two vertices that have a less-expensive total cost than the best way yet found to move between said vertices. If such a path is found, it becomes the value against which future indirect paths between these vertices are tested. In the end, each element of the matrix represents the lowest-cost traversal between the vertices it's row and column represent. Remember that if the graph is directed, so is the answer in (i,j) of the matrix; moreover, (i,j) may not be equal to (j,i) in a di-graph. 
It is clear that Floyd's algorithm takes n3 time. In the next section we will discuss an alternative to Floyd's algorithm called Dijkstra's algorithm. It is important to note, however, that for dense graphs (i.e. graphs with many edges) Floyd's algorithm is as good as or better than Dijkstra's algorithm. 
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0.4.4.1 Analysis 
Dijkstra's algorithm has a complexity of O(N2). Does anyone have a proof for this? 
0.4.4.2 Source Code 
An implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm is given below. 


#include 
 #include 
 
 #include "debug.h"
 
 #define NUM_NODES                          8
 #define NONE                               9999
 #define X(l)                               ((l) - 'A')
 #define Y(n)                               ((n) + 'A')
 
 struct _NODE
 {
   int iDist;
   int iPrev;
 };
 typedef struct _NODE NODE;
 
 struct _QITEM
 {
   int iNode;
   int iDist;
   int iPrev;
   struct _QITEM *qNext;
 };
 typedef struct _QITEM QITEM;
 
 QITEM *qHead = NULL;
 
 /*
                                        H
                                       / \
                                      1   2
                                     /     \
                                    F---4---G
                                   /         \
                                  4           2
                                 /             \
                                E---2---A---3---D
                                 \     / \     /
                                  3   1   2   3
                                   \ /     \ /
                                    B---2---C
 
 				   */
 
 
 
 
 
 int AdjMatrix[NUM_NODES][NUM_NODES] = 
 { 
         /*   A     B     C     D     E     F     G     H     */
   /* A */ { NONE,    1,    2,    3,    2, NONE, NONE, NONE },
   /* B */ {    1, NONE,    2, NONE,    3, NONE, NONE, NONE },
   /* C */ {    2,    2, NONE,    2, NONE, NONE, NONE, NONE },
   /* D */ {    3, NONE,    2, NONE, NONE, NONE,    2, NONE },
   /* E */ {    2,    3, NONE, NONE, NONE,    4, NONE, NONE },
   /* F */ { NONE, NONE, NONE, NONE,    4, NONE,    4,    1 },
   /* G */ { NONE, NONE, NONE,    2, NONE,    4, NONE,    2 },
   /* H */ { NONE, NONE, NONE, NONE, NONE,    1,    2, NONE }
 };
 
 int g_qCount = 0;
 
 
 void print_path (NODE *rgnNodes, int chNode)
 {
   if (rgnNodes[chNode].iPrev != NONE)
   {
     print_path(rgnNodes, rgnNodes[chNode].iPrev);
   }
   printf (" %c", Y(chNode));
   fflush(stdout);
 }
 
 
 void enqueue (int iNode, int iDist, int iPrev)
 {
   QITEM *qNew = (QITEM *) malloc(sizeof(QITEM));
   QITEM *qLast = qHead;
 
   if (!qNew) 
   {
     fprintf(stderr, "Out of memory.\n");
     exit(1);
   }
   qNew->iNode = iNode;
   qNew->iDist = iDist;
   qNew->iPrev = iPrev;
   qNew->qNext = NULL;
 
   if (!qLast) 
   {
     qHead = qNew;
   }
   else
   {
     while (qLast->qNext) qLast = qLast->qNext;
     qLast->qNext = qNew;
   }
   g_qCount++;
   ASSERT(g_qCount);
 }
 
 
 void dequeue (int *piNode, int *piDist, int *piPrev)
 {
   QITEM *qKill = qHead;
 
   if (qHead)
   {
     ASSERT(g_qCount);
     *piNode = qHead->iNode;
     *piDist = qHead->iDist;
     *piPrev = qHead->iPrev;
     qHead = qHead->qNext;
     free(qKill);
     g_qCount--;
   }
 }
 
 
 int qcount (void)
 {
   return(g_qCount);
 }
 
 
 int main(void) 
 {
 
   NODE rgnNodes[NUM_NODES];
   char rgchLine[255];
   char chStart, chEnd, ch;
   int iPrev, iNode;
   int i, iCost, iDist;
 
   for (ch = 'A'; ch <= 'A' + NUM_NODES; ch++)
   {
     rgnNodes[X(ch)].iDist = NONE;
     rgnNodes[X(ch)].iPrev = NONE;
   }
 
   printf("What is the starting node? ");
   gets(rgchLine);
   chStart = toupper(rgchLine[0]);
 
   printf("What is the ending node? ");
   gets(rgchLine);
   chEnd = toupper(rgchLine[0]);
 
   if (chStart == chEnd) 
   {
     printf("Shortest path is 0 in cost.\nJust stay where you are.\n");
     exit(0);
   }
   else
   {
     chStart = X(chStart);
     chEnd = X(chEnd);
     rgnNodes[chStart].iDist = 0;
     rgnNodes[chStart].iPrev = NONE;
 
     enqueue (chStart, 0, NONE);
 
     while (qcount() > 0)
     {
       dequeue (&iNode, &iDist, &iPrev);
       for (i = 0; i < NUM_NODES; i++)
       {
         if ((iCost = AdjMatrix[iNode][i]) != NONE)
 	{
 	  if ((NONE == rgnNodes[i].iDist) || 
 	      (rgnNodes[i].iDist > (iCost + iDist)))
 	  {
 	    rgnNodes[i].iDist = iDist + iCost;
             rgnNodes[i].iPrev = iNode;
 	    enqueue (i, iDist + iCost, iNode);
           }
 	}
       }
     }
 
     printf("Shortest path is %d in cost.\n", rgnNodes[chEnd].iDist);
     printf("Path is: ");
     print_path(rgnNodes, chEnd);
   }
  
 
   exit(0);
 }



0.4.5 Spanning Trees 
A spanning tree in a graph is a tree that visits every node in the graph. Recall that a tree is a set of nodes and edges that has a single root node and no circuits. 
In many graphs each edge has an associated weight or cost. Such graphs are called weighted graphs. Often in weighted graphs we want to find a spanning tree of minimal cost. 
In this section we explore several algorithms for finding minimal spanning trees in graphs. 
0.4.5.1 Prim's Algorithm 
This algorithm for finding a minimal cost spanning tree in a connected graph is very easy to follow. It begins by adding the lowest cost edge and its two endpoints to the solution set. It then loops adding the lowest cost edge that connects a vertex in the solution set to one outside it. It also adds the endpoint of this edge that is not already in the solution set. The algorithm terminates when all vertices are in the solution set. The edges and vertices in the solution set at this point constitute a minimal cost spanning tree of the input graph. 
0.4.5.1.1 Source Code 
Below is an implementation of Prim's algorithm in C++. It relies on several classes and methods that are not included but should be sufficient to give you an understanding of Prim's algorithm and serve as a guide for coding your own implementation. 

void prim(graph \&g, vert s) {

  int dist[g.num_nodes];
  int vert[g.num_nodes];

  for (int i = 0; i < g.num_nodes; i++) {
    dist[i] = INFINITY;

  dist[s.number()] = 0;

  for (i = 0; i < g.num_nodes; i++) {
    vert v = minvertex(g, dist);

    g.mark(v, VISITED);
    if (v != s) add_edge_to_MST(vert[v], v);
    if (dist[v] == INFINITY) return;

    for (edge w = g.first_edge; g.is_edge(w), w = g.next_edge(w)) {
      if (dist[g.first_vert(w)] = g.weight(w)) {
         dist[g.second_vert(w)] = g.weight(w);
	 vert[g.second_vert(w)] = v;
      }
    }
  }
}


int minvertex(graph \&g, int *d) {
  int v;

  for (i = 0; i < g.num_nodes; i++)
    if (g.is_marked(i, UNVISITED)) {
      v = i; break;
    }

  for (i = 0; i < g.num_nodes; i++)
    if ((g.is_marked(i, UNVISITED)) && (dist[i] < dist[v])) v = i;

  return (v);
}




0.4.5.2 Kruskal's Algorithm 
Kruskal's algorithm for finding a minimal spanning tree in a connected graph is a greedy algorithm; that is, given a choice, it always processes the edge with the least weight. 
This algorithm operates by considering edges in the graph in order of weight from the least weighted edge up to the most while keeping track of which nodes in the graph have been added to the spanning tree. If an edge being considered joins either two nodes not in the spanning tree, or joins a node in the spanning tree to one not in the spanning tree, the edge and its endpoints are added to the spanning tree. After considering one edge the algorithm continues to consider the next higher weighted edge. In the event that a graph contains equally weighted edges the order in which these edges are considered does not matter. The algorithm stops when all nodes have been added to the spanning tree. 
Note that, while the spanning tree produced will be connected at the end of the algorithm, in intermediate steps Kruskal can be working on many independent, non-connected sections of the tree. These sections will be joined before the algorithm completes. 
Often this algorithm is implemented using parent pointers and equivalence classes. At the start of the processing, each vertex in the graph is an independent equivalence class. Looping through the edges in order of weight, the algorithm groups the vertices together into one or more equivalence classes to denote that these nodes have been added to the solution minimal spanning tree. 
It is a good idea to process the edges by putting them into a min-heap. This is usually much faster than sorting the edges by weight since, in most cases, not all the edges will be added to the minimal spanning tree. See the section on the heapsort and the heap data structure for more information about min-heaps. 
0.4.5.2.1 Source Code 
Here is some untested code that implements Kruskal's algorithm in C++. It relies on a heap class, a graph class, and a general tree class with equivalence class operation methods. Although none of these classes are included here, this should be sufficient to give you an idea of how to implement Kruskal's algorithm: 

void kruskal(graph \&g) {

  // our general equivalence class tree will have as many nodes as are
  // in the input graph G.  We will be linking these nodes up in the
  // body of the algorithm.
  gentree a(g.num_nodes());

  // we will also need an edge heap array in order to process the
  // edges in G one at a time in the order small->large
  edge e(G.num_edges());

  // the edge we are considering... also a loop storage variable
  edge w;
  
  // local counter
  int edge_count = 0;

  // loop control
  int i;

  // this is the number of spanning trees we are considering.  This
  // will start at the number of vertices in G but, as vertices are
  // joined up by lowest-weight edges, this will reduce.  Eventually
  // it will hit one at which point we know we should stop the algorithm.
  int numMST;

  // these are the endpoints of the edge we are considering
  vertex v, u;

  // save all the edges in G for later processing.
  for (i = 0; i < g.num_nodes; i++) {
    for (w = g.first_edge(i); g.is_edge(w); w = g.next_edge(w))
      e[edge_count++] = w;

    
  // min-heapify the edges
  minheap h(e, edge_count);

  // initially there are the same numer of equivalence classes as
  // the number of vertices in G; each vertex is its own class.
  numMST = G.num_nodes();

  // while we have not yet arrived at one equivalence class (spanning
  // tree)...
  for (i = 0; numMST > 1; i++) {

     // consider the next smallest edge
     w = h.remove_min();

     // look at w's endpoints
     v = g.vertex_one(w); u = g.vertex_two(w);

     // if these two vertices are not in the same equivalence class
     // (i.e. they are in different tree sections) join their
     // respective equivalence classes into one.
     if (a.differ(v.identifier(), u.identifier())) {
       a.union(v, u);
       add_edge_to_MST(w);

       // one less
       numMST--;
     }
  }
}


